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Abstract: The ubiquity of contemporary terrorism defines the evilness of banality. A typical terrorist profile does not exist; it’s atypical character of this vile phenomenon that chills human rationality. This article briefly unravels the dynamics of terror and its implications. Un-separated terrorism and counter-terrorism destroy the climate for civil transformation. Our counterproductive interventions retard progress and breed neo-imperial atavism. This is modernity’s self-created Catch 22. Banality of terror calls for a paradigmatic analysis of institutional behaviors and their transformations.

“On the level of historical insight and political thought there prevails an ill-defined, general agreement that the essential structure of all civilizations is at the breaking point. …Desperate hope and desperate fear often seem closer to the center of such events than balanced judgment and measured insight. The central events of our time are not less effectively forgotten by those committed to a belief in an unavoidable doom, than by those who have given themselves up to reckless optimism.”

Hanna Arendt [1]

“Phillip Garrido did printing work for a Pittsburg recycling center for more than a decade, and he did it well. Some of the receipts and envelopes came with lovely children’s designs, said Maria Christenson, owner of Christenson Recycling Center. His daughter did them. Garrido proudly told her… Then, on Wednesday, Garrido brought his wife, the girls and Dugard — who went by “Allissa” — into a Concord parole office, where questions from police revealed Dugard’s identity and led to the couple’s arrest. The next day, in an interview from jail, he told a Sacramento TV station, ”If you take this step at a time, you’re going to fall over backwards, and in the end, you’re going to find the most powerful, heartwarming story.”

A typical terrorist profile does not exist; it’s atypical character of this vile that chills human rationality. Phillip Garrido’s unspeakable private life is a monstrous reality. He kept his victim, according to a detective, in a “storage unit where the rape occurred as a ‘sex palace’, with a bed, rug on the floor and walls, various sex aids, sexual magazines and videos, stage lights and wine” telling “that he preferred sex by force” [2].

From Garrido’s “sex palace” to the grisly horrors of a genocidal carnage, we are left with victims, their nightmares and unfolding tales of torture and abominable conduct. The ultimate casualties are human dignity, respect and acceptance that constitute the foundation of any civil society.

Modern terrorism is a wolf child of man’s psychopathologically inexplicable drive to isolate, exploit, control and destroy the very people whom he loves and hates at the same time. Garrido’s sex slaves and Hitler’s Jews could be understood as victims of the same necrophilous trappings that have played havoc with humanity. Jews were certainly major targets, but the handicapped, gypsies, gays, Catholics, communists and a number of others were also victims.

Hannah Arendt argued for political equality to insure that Jews did not remain exposed and vulnerable to “the fate that awaits all who stand on periphery of citizenship: ill treatment, and the personal compromises and guilt that attend integration on unequal terms” [3].

Acquiring “the courage necessary to go forward together to build a future open to hope” poses the greatest challenge that humankind faces in the 21st century. “At a time of world food shortage, of financial turmoil, of old and new forms of poverty, of disturbing climate change, of violence and deprivation which force many to leave their homelands in search of existence, of the ever present threat of terrorism, of growing fears over the future, it is urgent to rediscover grounds for hope,” the Pope concluded [4].

Papal homily is encouraging in a world bedeviled by violence and counter-violence. It’s incumbents on citizens of the world to face this challenge upfront before it’s too late. The banality of terror is an unfortunate aspect of human conditions that suffocate existential necessities to every human being. It is imperative that we understand the dynamics before we attempt any remedial or preventive intervention.

I will briefly touch upon the nature and implications of unbridled violence and counter-violence that has destroyed
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1 See Chs 12 and 13 in Erich Fromm [17].

2 Pope Benedict XVI gave this message of hope when he delivered his “Urbi et Orbi” (The Advocate, Associated Press, April 13, 2009: 2A.)
In India such fears are hideously employed to orchestrate pogroms in a hyper democracy. The most obscene and pernicious example of such a terror is a masterfully designed mayhem in Godhra after the destruction of the Babri mosque in Ayodhya. India’s New Face is painted with the fecklessness of its colorless communal divide. Robert D. Kaplan succinctly writes in The Atlantic:

“As much as India fears Pakistan, it fears Pakistan’s collapse even more. The threat of Islamic anarchy in the region is perfectly suited to the further consolidation of Hindu nationalism” [7].

Fundamentalism, whether Muslim or Hindu or Christian, is an antithetical to civility and peaceful coexistence. The evil is deeply rooted in history’s crimes against innocent people which are played out in different acts as part of the same unfolding drama. Kaplan’s reference to Ghazni is worth a note: “During a trip to India last fall, whenever I mentioned the events of 2002 to Hindu nationalists, they would lecture me about the crimes of Mahmud of Ghazni. For these Hindus, the past is alive, as if it happened yesterday…I also couldn’t help but think of what Hanif Lakdwalha had asked me, in a plea as much as a question: “What can we poor Muslims of today do about Mahmud of Ghazni?” [7].

Jihad and its internationalization are attributable to Al-Qaeda [8]. Even though much of its menace was not globally felt until “the road to 9/11” looked clearer, its genesis, historically and physically, lies elsewhere. No problem, let alone the one that threatens our civil society, can be unraveled unless we know its root causes.

Perhaps Genesis must be rewritten. The Garden of Eden was ruined by a snake. The age of innocence, as Rousseau would have us believe, ended the day when some idiot planted a piece of land off claiming it as his own. The rise of private property, foundation of the civil society in other words, destroyed the romance of primitive innocence. The trajectory of this acquisitive instinct may be linked to the rise and fall of both socialism and capitalism. This also helps to understand why new forms of authoritarians crop up almost everywhere. The state as an institution has been threatened by the Irish Red Brigade, Tamil Tigers, Talibian, and lately Somali pirates. It’s difficult to dismiss them as ordinary local and or regional revolts. Pirates and hijackers are not distant cousins of those who often kill innocent people for achieving their political ends. To understand the dynamics of this social devolution is to find a plausible solution to the current crisis. Rogue states are failed orders of established rule; their meltdown manifests itself in terror whenever it pays off.

The oppressive states with inbuilt structure of exclusion, punishment and torture have served as engines of anti-state terror. It may be argued that terrorism is a violent revolt of militants against the apparatus of control itself. Modern code of punishment replaced torture by a new morality and economy of punishment. Michel Foucault brilliantly presents the civil character of our contemporary society. This, hopefully, might lead to strategies of hope. Terrorism and counter-terrorism cannot be separated. Noam Chomsky has a point when he asserts that Britain and US are the most powerful terrorist states in the world[3].

Terrorism defies a specific definition. You know it when you see it. Deadly despair is the womb of terrorism; it corrupts rationality and breeds hate and violence. To characterize this as a new perversion of ideology and/or faith would be a mistake. History, replete with genocidal repressions and countless mayhem, is inked in innocent human blood. The rise and fall of colonial empires is, however, closely related to the modern evil of terror across nations.
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Perhaps Genesis must be rewritten. The Garden of Eden was ruined by a snake. The age of innocence, as Rousseau would have us believe, ended the day when some idiot plotted a piece of land off claiming it as his own. The rise of private property, foundation of the civil society in other words, destroyed the romance of primitive innocence. The trajectory of this acquisitive instinct may be linked to the rise and fall of both socialism and capitalism. This also helps to understand why new forms of authoritarians crop up almost everywhere. The state as an institution has been threatened by the Irish Red Brigade, Tamil Tigers, Talibian, and lately Somali pirates. It’s difficult to dismiss them as ordinary local and or regional revolts. Pirates and hijackers are not distant cousins of those who often kill innocent people for achieving their political ends. To understand the dynamics of this social devolution is to find a plausible solution to the current crisis. Rogue states are failed orders of established rule; their meltdown manifests itself in terror whenever it pays off.

The oppressive states with inbuilt structure of exclusion, punishment and torture have served as engines of anti-state terror. It may be argued that terrorism is a violent revolt of militants against the apparatus of control itself. Modern code of punishment replaced torture by a new morality and economy of punishment. Michel Foucault brilliantly presents
the partition of India” [10].

“Many of the roots of Islamic terrorism sweeping the world today lie buried in the partition of India” [10].

History and counter-history present two different stories. Martyrs and terrorists also depict the same irony. Sardar Bhagat Singh and his friends were executed for a benign explosion that marked a protest against the British rule. They were ‘terrorists’ too. But are they? The point is not to justify any act of terror howsoever understandable it is. It’s the malignancy of power and its brutality that is obscene and dreadful, therefore, unacceptable. What we saw at the Taj Hotel at about 9 p.m. on November 26 to 28, 2008 in Mumbai epitomizes that evil12. An act of evil is always counterproductive. Pakistan has become a victim of its own demons. Its infamous spy agency (ISI) in alliance with the CIA created a monster to fight against the Russian occupation. When the Russians left, they were deviously employed in Kashmir. Now the Taliban has become Pakistan’s Frankenstein.

Terror and Consent according to Phillip Bobbitt represents “The wars for the twenty first century” [11]. “Almost every wildly held idea we currently entertain about twenty-first century terrorism and its relationship to the wars and against terror is wrong and must be thoroughly rethought,” is boldly printed on the cover. His conclusion is worth a note:

“Waging wars against terror is a historic struggle to preclude a world in which terror rather than consent establishes the State’s legitimacy. What is at stake in the wars against terror is nothing less than building a basis of legitimacy for the new, emerging constitutional order” [11].

“The State is the organized authority, domination, and power of the possessing classes over the masse…the most flagrant, the most cynical, and the most complete negation of humanity… There is no horror, no cruelty, sacriilege, or perjury, no imposture, no infamous transaction, no cynical robbery, no bold plunder or shabby betrayal that has not been or is not daily being perpetrated by the representatives of the state, under no other pretext than elastic words, so convenient and yet so terrible: “for reasons of state.” This is an epigraph written by Michael Bakunin in a book by Noam Chomsky [12].

The legitimacy of the nation state is in question and no superpower is immune to this staggering contradiction. It’s the state that legitimizes coercion and institutional brutality. How can it be illegitimate? I wonder how Habermas would explain this crisis in English! As I see: This developmental paradox is counter-evolutionary. It retards progress and breeds atavism. The cultural anomalies and conflicts have placed individual, society and state in the ultimate Catch 22. This requires a paradigmatic analysis of institutional behaviors which unravel the banality of terror:

1) Breakdown of social contract
2) Illegitimacy of states of terror
3) Contrapuntal social development

These diagnostic elements constitute a step toward understanding the problem that warrants dispassionate analysis. I have dealt with some of these issues elsewhere as planks of a mega-plan toward global transformation [13, 14] It’s imperative that the 20th century approaches to global security are rethought through and replaced by a new “post-material consciousness” and reflective action if human survival, peace and coexistence are our goal. I conclude this paper by quoting a self-analytical reflection from Susan Faludi’s The Terror Dream:

“When an attack on home soil causes cultural paroxysms that have nothing to do with the attack, when we respond to real threats to our nation by distracting yourselves with imagined threats to femininity and family life, when we invest our leaders with a cartoon masculinity and require of them bluster in lieu of capacity for rational calculation….when we base our security on a mythical male strength that can only measure itself against a mythical female weakness—we should know that we are exhibiting the symptoms of a lethal, albeit curable, cultural affliction…. That self-delusion, so deeply ingrained in our history, so heavily defended by our culture, calls out for refutation” [15].

12 See Frontline, December 19, 2008, Reign of Terror (Cover).
The pain and suffering of “Hazar Chaurasee Ki Ma” should not go in vain if people of the world unite against the culture of terror that breeds death and destruction. Hermeneutics of transformation implies discursive practice of hope against: alienation, arrogance, intolerance and oppression which lead to “ethnic cleansing, terrorism, and subjugation in a host of nefarious forms and structures” [16].

“Isolation may be the beginning of terror; it certainly is its most fertile ground; it always is its result” [1].
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